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Technical field of the invention
[0001] The present invention relates to electronic devices, especially micro electromechanical (MEMS) devices and
method of making the same. In particular the present invention relates to the field of radio frequency MEMS and more
particularly the present invention relates to MEMS near-DC to RF capacitive shunt and series switches, e.g. a switchable
capacitor.
Background of the invention
[0002] RF-MEMS switches offer great potential benefits over GaAs MMICs and PIN (positive intrinsic negative) diode
switches for application in wireless communication systems as is described by C. T.-G. Nguyen, et al., in "Micromachined
devices for wireless communications", Proc. of the IEEE, vol. 86(8), 1998, pp. 1756-1768, by J. J. Yao, in "RF MEMS
from a device perspective", J. Micromech. Microeng., vol.10(4), December 2000, pp. R9-R38 and by G. M. Rebeiz and
J. B. Muldavin, in "RF MEMS switches and switch circuits", IEEE Microwave magazine, Dec. 2001, pp. 59-71. Prototype
RF-MEMS switches display low loss (<0.4 dB), good isolation (>20 dB), extremely low standby power consumption,
excellent linearity (IP3>66dBm), compactness and high levels of integration as discussed by J. J. Yao, in "RF MEMS
from a device perspective", J. Micromech. Microeng., vol.10(4), December 2000, pp. R9-R38, by G. M. Rebeiz and J.
B. Muldavin, in "RF MEMS switches and switch circuits", IEEE Microwave magazine, Dec. 2001, pp. 59-71, by Z. J.
Yao, et al., in "Micromachined low-loss microwave switches", IEEE J. of MEMS, vol. 8(2), 1999, pp. 129-134, by J. B.
Muldavin and G. M. Rebeiz, in "High-isolation CPW MEMS shunt switches-Part 1: Modeling", IEEE Trans. Microwave
Theory and Techniques, vol. 48(6), 2000, pp. 1045-1052 and by H. A. C. Tilmans, et al., in "Wafer-level packaged RF-
MEMS switches fabricated in a CMOS fab", proc. IEDM 2001, Washington, DC, December 3-5, 2001, pp. 921-924’.
[0003] A typical build-up of a RF-MEMS capacitive switch in a shunt configuration implemented on a CPW (CoPlanar
Waveguide) line is shown in Fig. 1 and has been discussed in by Z. J. Yao, et al., in "Micromachined low-loss microwave
switches", IEEE J. of MEMS, vol. 8(2), 1999, pp. 129-134, by J. B. Muldavin and G. M. Rebeiz, in "High-isolation CPW
MEMS shunt switches-Part 1: Modeling", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 48(6), 2000, pp. 1045-1052
and by H. A. C. Tilmans, et al., in "Wafer-level packaged RF-MEMS switches fabricated in a CMOS fab", proc. IEDM
2001, Washington, DC, December 3-5, 2001, pp. 921-924. The switch consists of a suspended movable metal bridge,
which is mechanically anchored and electrically connected to the ground of the CPW.
[0004] To a first order, the switch can be modeled as a capacitor between the metal bridge and the signal line. In the
RF-ON state the bridge is up, hence the switch capacitance is small, hardly affecting the impedance of the line. By
applying a DC. bias (superimposed on the RF signal) the bridge is pulled down onto the dielectric, the switch capacitance
becomes high and the switch is OFF or in the isolation state. An important figure of merit quantifying the RF performance
is the down/up capacitance ratio, Cdown/Cup, which is preferably as high as possible. This ratio can be approximated by 
where dair and ddiel are the thickness of the air gap and the dielectric, respectively, εr is the dielectric constant of the
dielectric and Aoverlap is the overlap area of the bridge and the signal line. For a given technology, as Aoverlap cancels
in (eq. 1), the isolation determines the insertion loss and vice versa. The design freedom is thus constrained considerably.
[0005] A second problem encountered in capacitive switches of the type shown in Fig. 1 is the degradation of the
effective down capacitance as a result of surface roughness preventing intimate contact between the beam and the
dielectric, which is discussed by J. B. Muldavin and G. M. Rebeiz in "High-isolation CPW MEMS shunt switches-Part 1:
Modeling", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 48(6), 2000, pp. 1045-1052. Solutions commonly pur-
sued to attain a large down capacitance are aimed at keeping the roughness of the bridge and of the dielectric layer
very low, e.g., <5 nm, and to keep the surface free from residues. Muldavin et al. and Yao et al. introduced thin bottom
metals in an attempt to reduce the roughness. In particular, Z.J. Yao et al. described in "Micromachined low-loss micro-
wave switches", IEEE J. of MEMS, vol. 8(2), 1999, pp. 129-134, the use of a thin refractory metal layer (e.g., W). All
these measures however lead to a high series resistance and hence to an increased insertion loss for a shunt switch.
Obviously, in a standard design as the one shown in Fig. 1, a difficult compromise must be made as measures for
improving the isolation directly lead to a deterioration of the insertion loss.













[0006] In PCT patent application WO 02/01584, "Capacitive Micro electromechanical switches" by R. York et al., a
micro electromechanical switch according to the preamble of claim 1 (Fig. 2) is disclosed comprising a bottom electrode
1, a dielectric layer 2 disposed on the bottom electrode 1, a metal cap (not shown) disposed on the dielectric layer 2
and a bridge 3 disposed proximate to the metal cap such that an electrical potential applied between the bridge 3 and
bottom electrode 1 causes the bridge 3 to deform and contact the metal cap. The deformed bridge is depicted with
reference number 4. A problem with this device is that charging of the metal cap will reduce the force exercised on the
bridge 3, which might bounce back into the original position, hereby disturbing the normal working of the switch.
Summary of the invention
[0007] It is an object of the present invention is to provide an electronic device and method of manufacture of the
same which a) has an acceptable insertion loss, and/or b) do not require ultra-smooth surfaces and/or c) do not have
an unacceptable bounce back.
[0008] The present invention is applicable in the field of switchable capacitors and capacitive switches. The present
invention provides a micro electromechanical switchable capacitor, a shunt switch or a series switch (corresponding to
bridge and cantilever) with relay actuation or actuation in zones attached to a floating electrode area.
[0009] In a first aspect of the invention a micro electromechanical switchable capacitor is disclosed, comprising a
substrate, a bottom electrode, a dielectric layer deposited on at least part of the bottom electrode, a conductive floating
electrode deposited on at least part of the dielectric layer, an armature positioned proximate to the floating electrode so
as to form an overlap with the floating electrode, the overlap being defined by projection of the armature onto the floating
electrode along a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode. Furthermore, the switchable
capacitor of the present invention comprises a first actuation area, which is defined by a part of an overlap between the
armature and the bottom electrode which is not covered by the floating electrode, the overlap between the armature
and the bottom electrode being defined by projection of the armature onto the bottom electrode along a direction sub-
stantially perpendicular to the bottom electrode. An advantage of the device of the present invention is that, because of
the first actuation area, the armature remains in the down state position after touching the floating electrode.
[0010] In a preferred embodiment the switchable capacitor of the present invention may furthermore comprise at least
one actuation electrode and a second actuation area, which second actuation area may be defined by an overlap between
the armature and the at least one actuation electrode, the overlap being defined by projection of the armature onto the
bottom electrode in a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode. Through the presence
of the second actuation area, stability of the down state position of the armature is increased.
[0011] In one embodiment of the present invention, the overlap between the floating electrode and the armature, which
overlap is defined by projection of the armature onto the floating electrode in a direction substantially perpendicular to
the plane of the bottom electrode, may be made as small as possible in order to decrease the up state capacitance and
hence increase the down/up capacitance ratio.
[0012] The capacitor comprises a first and a second side opposite to each other in a plane substantially parallel to
the plane of the bottom electrode. The armature may be located such that a first part of the floating electrode is positioned
at the first side of the armature and a second part of the floating electrode is positioned at the second side of the armature.
[0013] In the present invention, the armature may be a bridge or a cantilever.
[0014] An up state actuation area may be defined by the overlap between the armature and the bottom electrode
and/or by the second actuation area.
[0015] A down state actuation area may be defined by the first actuation area and/or by the second actuation area.
[0016] In another embodiment of the present invention, Cup may be defined as the up state capacitance which may
be a function of the overlap area between the armature and the bottom electrode. In a further embodiment the up state
capacitance may be proportional with the overlap between the armature and the bottom electrode.
[0017] In yet another embodiment the up state capacitance may be made as low as possible, in order to increase the
down/up capacitance ratio, by reducing the overlap between the armature and the bottom electrode.
[0018] In an embodiment of the present invention, Cdown may be defined as the down state capacitance which may
be a function of the overlap area between the floating electrode and the bottom electrode, which overlap may be defined
by projection of the floating electrode onto the bottom electrode according to a direction substantially perpendicular to
the plane of the bottom electrode. In a further embodiment the down state capacitance may be proportional with the
overlap between the floating electrode and the bottom electrode.
[0019] In an embodiment of the present invention the floating electrode may consist of two or more unconnected
regions. In another embodiment of the present invention, each of the unconnected regions may have an overlap with
the armature, the overlap being defined by projection of the armature onto the unconnected regions of the floating
electrode according to a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode.
[0020] In a further embodiment of the present invention at least one superincumbent island of conductive material
may be deposited on the floating electrode. The at least one superincumbent island functions as a contactor between













the armature and the floating electrode.
[0021] In an embodiment of the present invention, the armature, comprising an up and down surface positioned
opposite of each other in a plane substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode, may comprise on its
down surface at least one superincumbent island of conductive material. The at least one supericumbent island functions
as contactor between the armature and the floating electrode.
[0022] In a further embodiment of the present invention the floating electrode may be embedded or encapsulated in
the dielectric layer.
[0023] In another embodiment of the present invention the dielectric layer may comprise holes. In still another em-
bodiment the floating electrode may comprise holes. In yet another embodiment the armature may comprise holes.
[0024] The present invention also provides a method for processing a micro electromechanical switchable capacitor,
the method comprising :
depositing of a stack comprising a first conductive layer, a second conductive layer and a first dielectric layer in
between said first and said second conductive layer,
etching said second conductive layer and said first dielectric layer using a first mask, so as to define a region of the
first conductive layer that is protected by the first mask,
etching said second conductive layer using a second mask, so as to form a floating electrode and a first actuation area,
etching said first conductive layer using a third mask, so as to form a bottom electrode and ground lines, and
depositing and etching a third conductive layer so as to form an armature.
[0025] The method may further comprise depositing and patterning a sacrificial layer before depositing the third con-
ductive layer, and etching said sacrificial layer so as to release said armature. The method may furthermore comprise:
depositing a second dielectric material, and etching said second dielectric material and said first conductive layer
so as to form actuation electrodes. The armature can be a bridge or cantilever. The method may furthermore comprise
depositing at least one superincumbent island onto said floating electrode. Holes may be provided in said dielectric
layer and/or in said floating electrode and/or in said armature.
[0026] An advantage of the present invention is that by modifying the geometry of the device of the present invention,
it is possible to increase the down/up capacitance ratio, which ratio is an important feature of a switchable capacitor.
[0027] These and other characteristics, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from
the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, which illustrate, by way of
example, the principles of the invention. This description is given for the sake of example only, without limiting the scope
of the claims. The reference figures quoted below refer to the attached drawings.
Brief description of the drawings
[0028]
Fig. 1 shows a prior art RF-MEMS capacitive shunt switch.
Fig. 2 illustrates an embodiment related to the invention described in PCT Patent application No. WO 02/01584.
Fig. 3 - 11 illustrate various relevant parts of an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 12 is a schematic representation of the device of an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 13 shows an RF MEMS capacitive switch structure according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 14 is a SEM picture of the RF MEMS switching device of Fig. 13.
Fig. 15-16, 18-21, 23 and 24 show RF MEMS capacitive switch structures according to different embodiments of
the invention.
Fig. 17 is a schematic representation of a further embodiment of the present invention.
Description of illustrative embodiments
[0029] The present invention will be described with respect to particular embodiments and with reference to certain
drawings but the invention is not limited thereto but only by the claims. The drawings described are only schematic and
are non-limiting. In the drawings, the size of some of the elements may be exaggerated and not drawn on scale for
illustrative purposes. Where the term "comprising" is used in the present description and claims, it does not exclude
other elements or steps.
[0030] Furthermore, the terms first, second, third and the like in the description and in the claims, are used for distin-
guishing between similar elements and not necessarily for describing a sequential or chronological order. It is to be













understood that the terms so used are interchangeable under appropriate circumstances and that the embodiments of
the invention described herein are capable of operation in other sequences than described or illustrated herein.
[0031] Moreover, the terms top, bottom, over, under and the like in the description and the claims are used for descriptive
purposes and not necessarily for describing relative positions. It is to be understood that the terms so used are inter-
changeable under appropriate circumstances and that the embodiments of the invention described herein are capable
of operation in other orientations than described or illustrated herein.
[0032] The present invention provides embodiments for shunt switches and series switches which have corresponding
features of a bridge and a cantilever respectively), with relay actuation or actuation in zones attached to the floating
electrode area, and provides devices for application in the field of switchable capacitors and capacitive switches.
[0033] For the purpose of the description of the present invention, different relevant generic parts of the device are
defined by reference to Figs. 3 - 11, wherein different implementations of the present invention are illustrated. The relative
dimensions of the different parts may be chosen as a function of the required working phase space and characteristics
of the device, though preferred value ranges will be mentioned.
[0034] The device 10 according to the present invention is formed onto a substrate, which may for example be, but
is not limited to, glass, high resistive semiconductors, ceramic materials, or any low loss, non-conductive material. With
low loss is meant that the substrate may have a loss tangent which is smaller than 1e-4. For clarity reasons, the substrate
is not depicted in Fig. 3 to Fig. 11.
[0035] In general the value of capacitance depends on the type of dielectric material used to insulate a capacitor. Air
may is also a dielectric material for the purpose of this invention, though generally only in combination with another
dielectric material that is providing support to a floating electrode. Furthermore, the dielectric material may also be
provided by a vacuum.
[0036] Fig. 3 - 11 illustrate the device 10 of the present invention, showing the following parts. A bottom electrode 11,
which may be in a coplanar waveguide (CPW) line corresponding to a signal line (not shown in figures 3 - 11), may
consist of a conductive material such as for example a metal, a semiconductor material or a conductive polymer. Any
suitable singal feeding system may be used, e.g. besides a CPW geometry, also microstrip, stripline or CPW with
grounded backside geometries may be used. The bottom electrode 11 may be produced by means of suitable techniques
for the deposition of a conductive material such as for instance, but not limited to, sputtering, plating, printing or spincoating.
The thickness of the bottom electrode 11, as well as the ground lines present in some of the preferred embodiments of
the invention (see further), may preferably be between 0.1 Pm and 10 Pm and more preferably the thickness of the
bottom electrode 11 may be between 1 Pm and 3 Pm.
[0037] Furthermore, the device 10 of the present invention comprises a dielectric layer 12, which may consist of a
dielectric material such as for example, but not limited to, inorganic (SiO2, Ta2O5 Si3N4) or organic (polymer) materials.
The dielectric layer 12 may preferably have a thickness between 0.01 Pm and 100 Pm. More preferably the dielectric
layer 12 may have a thickness between 0.01 Pm and 10 Pm. Most preferably the dielectric layer 12 may have a thickness
between 0.1 Pm and 1 Pm. In order to increase the down state capacitance (see further), a thin dielectric layer 12 may
be preferred over a thick one. The dielectric layer 12 may however not be too thin in order to avoid breakdown of the
capacitor. Breakdown of the capacitor depends on the material used to form the dielectric layer 12 and on the applied
voltage. Therefore, the minimum allowable thickness to avoid breakdown of the capacitor depends on the material used
to form the dielectric layer 12. Typical breakdown voltages are in the order of 1e8 - 1 e9 volts per meter.
[0038] The dielectric layer 12 may be deposited onto at least part of the bottom electrode 11. Different processes may
be used for producing the dielectric layer 12, which processes may consist of different steps, comprising but not limited
to, steps as for example sputtering or PECVD. Furthermore, the dielectric layer 12 may include holes and may have
different shapes and sizes. In this embodiment, the dielectric layer 12 may cover the overlap area between an armature
13 and the bottom electrode 11 partially (Fig. 3) or completely (Fig. 4), the overlap area being defined by the projection
of the armature 13 onto the bottom electrode 11 along a direction substantially perpendicular to plane of the bottom
electrode 11 (i.e. the y-direction, see Fig.3 - 4). The projection of the dielectric layer 12 along the y-direction onto the
bottom electrode 11 may also be shifted in a direction parallel to the plane of the bottom electrode 11 (i.e. the x-direction,
see Fig.3 - 4). The dielectric layer 12 may also extend under the armature 13 and the geometry may preferably be such
that a first part of the dielectric layer 12 is positioned at a first side of the armature 13 and a second part of the dielectric
layer 12 is positioned at a second side of the armature 13, the first and second part of the armature 13 being positioned
opposite to each other in a plane substantially perpendicular with the plane of the bottom electrode 11 (see Fig. 4).
[0039] In a next step, a floating electrode 14 is deposited onto at least part of the dielectric layer 12. The floating
electrode 14 may consist essentially of a conductive material such as for example a metal (e.g. Au, Al or Cu), a semi-
conductor material (e.g. Si, Ge or GeAs) or a conductive polymer. The floating electrode 14 may be deposited by different
suitable techniques, such as for example plating, sputtering, printing or spincoating. Preferably a low temperature process
may be used in order not to affect the earlier deposited layers. The maximum allowed temperature depends on the type
of materials used to form the dielectric layer 12 and/or the bottom electrode 11 and preferably may be less than 350°C
or less than 250°C. The thickness of the floating electrode 14 may preferably be between 0.01 Pm and 10 Pm. More













preferably the thickness may be between 0.1 Pm and 2 Pm. Most preferably the thickness of the floating electrode 14
may be between 0.1 Pm and 0.3 Pm.
[0040] The floating electrode 14 overlaps at least partially with the armature 13 whereas the overlap between the
armature 13 and the floating electrode 14 may be defined as the projection of the armature 13 onto the floating electrode
14 according to the y-direction (see Fig. 3 - 4). The part of the area situated under the armature 13, which is not covered
by the floating electrode 14, may serve as actuation area, in particular interest the down state actuation area (see further).
The geometry may preferably be such that a first part of the floating electrode 14 is positioned at a first side of the
armature 13 and the bottom electrode 11 and a second part of the floating electrode 14 is positioned at a second side
of the armature 13 and the bottom electrode 11, the first and second side of the armature 13 and the bottom electrode
11 being positioned opposite to each other in a plane substantially perpendicular with the plane of the bottom electrode
11. The floating electrode 14 may include holes 15 and 16, which may function as actuation area if the holes 15,16
overlap with the armature 13. The holes 15,16 may either partially or completely overlap with the holes in the dielectric
layer 12. In order to reduce stiction between the armature 13 and the floating electrode 14 in the down state, the surface
of the floating electrode 14 may be made rough or patterned. The roughness of the surface of the floating electrode 14
may depend on the method of processing. Therefore, processing methods, which do not result in smooth surfaces, may
be used to deposit the floating electrode 14. Another way to make the surface of the floating electrode 14 rougher may
be by deposition of another conductive layer on top of the floating electrode by means of, for example, plating, sputtering,
printing or spincoating. For the same reason, i.e. to reduce stiction, and for a second reason, i.e. to reduce the distance
between the armature 13 and the floating electrode 14, the floating electrode 14 may further comprise at least one
elevated island (not shown in Fig. 3 and 4, see further) of conductive material such as for example a metal, a semiconductor
material or a conductive polymer, whereby the island functions as a contactor between the armature 13 and the floating
electrode 14.
[0041] On top of this structure a sacrificial layer (not shown in Figures) may further be deposited on which, in a next
step, the armature 13 may be formed. The sacrificial layer may for example be a polymer, such as for example BCB,
polyimide or other suitable polymers used as photoresists in micorphotolithography and known to the skilled person.
The thickness of the sacrificial layer determines the distance between the armature 13 and the floating electrode 14.
Preferably the thickness of the sacrificial layer may be between 0.8 Pm and 10 Pm. More preferably the thickness may
be between 1 Pm and 5 Pm. Most preferably the thickness of the sacrificial layer may be between 2 Pm and 4 Pm.
[0042] The armature 13, which may be deposited on top of the sacrificial layer by for example sputtering, plating,
printing or spincoating, may consist of for example a conductive material such as a metal (Au, Al, Cu or other suitable
metals), a semiconductor material (Si, Ge, GeAs), a conductive polymer or any other suitable conductive material. The
armature 13 and the floating electrode 14 may for example be formed out of the same material. The armature 13 and
the floating electrode 14 may, however, also be formed out of different materials. In the latter case, stiction between the
armature 13 and the floating electrode 14 in the down state will be reduced. Openings in the armature 13 may be formed
by means of for example an etching process. During the same etching process the sacrificial layer may be removed.
[0043] Furthermore, in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, actuation electrodes 17 are indicated. The actuation electrodes 17 may for
example consist of a conductive material such as for example a metal, a semiconductor material or a conductive polymer,
which may be different from the material of the bottom electrode 11 and the same of the material of the floating electrode
14, or which may, in another embodiment, both be different from the material of the bottom electrode 11 and different
from the material of the floating electrode 14. Furthermore, an extra layer of dielectric material 18 may be deposited on
top of at least some of the electrodes 14,17 in order to avoid direct contact with the armature 13 in the down state. The
dielectric material 18 used to cover the different electrodes 14,17 may be different for each electrode 14,17.
[0044] In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 an up state actuation area 19, which may be extended if there are actuation electrodes 17
present, is defined as the overlap between the armature 13 and the bottom electrode 11, whereas the overlap is defined
by the projection of the armature 13 onto the bottom electrode 11 according to a direction substantially perpendicular
to the plane of the bottom electrode 11. The up state actuation area 19 may be extended by the ar ea 20 of the actuation
electrodes 17 as drawn in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The area 20 of the actuation electrodes 17 may also be contributed to the
down state actuation area.
[0045] The up state capacitance is determined by the up state actuation areas 19 (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) while the down
state capacitance is determined by the overlap 21 between the floating electrode 14 and bottom electrode 11 (Fig. 9
and Fig. 10). Overlap 21 may be defined by the projection of the floating electrode 14 onto the bottom electrode 11 along
a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode 11. The total down state actuation area 22,23
may consist of the part of the area situated under the armature 13 which is not covered by the floating electrode 14 (Fig.
11) and may comprise, if actuation electrodes 17 are present, also area 20 of the actuation electrodes 17. In area 23
no supporting dielectric material and no floating electrode 14 are present. This means that, in that case, the dielectric
material is air. In area 22 the dielectric material is giving support to the floating electrode 14.
[0046] The actuation voltage to be applied between the armature 13 and up state actuation area 19 to cause the
armature 13 to deform and contact the floating electrode 14 may preferably be between 1 V and 50 V or between -1 V













and -50 V, but higher and lower values are not excluded. More preferably the voltage may between 4 V and 25 V or
between -4 V and -25 V.
[0047] As already discussed in the prior art section, the down/up capacitance ratio, Cdown/Cup, which is preferably as
high as possible, is an important figure of merit quantifying the RF performance of a switch capacitance. Figure 12 shows
a schematic view of a device 10 according to the present invention. The figure is only for the purpose of deriving the
down/up capacitance ratio and is not limiting for the present invention. The down capacitance may be defined by
wherein Afloat is the overlap between the armature 13 and a signal line (see further). The up state capacitance may be
defined by
[0048] By dividing (eq. 2) by (eq. 3) the down/up capacitance ratio may be determined as
[0049] The first term of (eq. 4) may often be neglected because εr is negligible as there exists no good contact between
the armature 13 and the dielectric layer 12. The down/up capacitance ration may then be defined by
[0050] An important difference between the above equation (eq. 5) and the equation derived for the switch capacitance
of the prior art (eq. 1) is the factor (Afloat/Aoverlap) which is called the geometrical factor. By modifying this geometrical
factor, i.e. by changing Afloat and/or Aoverlap and hence modifying the geometry of the device 10, it is possible to reach
a large capacitance ratio, for example, for the device 10 of the present invention, a capacitance ratio of more than 600
may be achieved. From (eq. 5) it becomes clear that the down/up capacitance ratio may be increased by either increasing
the area of the floating electrode 14 (Afloat) or decreasing the overlap between the armature 13 and the signal line (see
further) (Aoverlap) or by both increasing Afloat and decreasing Aoverlap.
[0051] As the capacitance ratio was a limiting factor in the prior art, in the present invention it becomes a new variable
of the device design. The capacitance ratio may be freely defined and precisely realized as it is defined by a contact
with the top floating metal. The improvement may be especially important at low frequency, where the large down
capacitance may be crucial. The device 10 of the present invention shows a separate dependence of up and down
states, through which it becomes possible to improve one of the capacitances Cup or Cdown without influence the other one.
[0052] Whenever in the further description, the following embodiments and/or in the claims overlap between two parts
of the device of the present invention is mentioned, by overlap is meant the projection of the first part of the device onto
the second part of the device along a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode 11.
[0053] A preferred, but not limiting, embodiment of the present invention is shown in Fig. 13. A corresponding SEM
picture of the device 10, fabricated according to this preferred embodiment, is shown in Fig. 14. In this preferred em-
bodiment, CPW ground lines 24 are introduced between the bottom electrode 11 and actuation electrodes 17.
[0054] The processing of the device 10 according to this preferred embodiment of the present invention may be
described as follows. A stack constituting of a first conductive layer, a dielectric layer 12 and a second conductive layer













is deposited onto a substrate 25. The first conductive layer may for example be a metal layer, such as e.g. Al or Cu, a
semiconductor material, such as e.g. Si or Ge, or a conductive polymer, and may have a thickness of preferably 1 Pm,
but also conductive layers with another thickness, preferably between 0.1 Pm and 10 Pm, may be applied. From the
first conductive layer, the bottom electrode 11 and CPW ground lines 24 will later be formed. The dielectric layer 12 may
be made of for example an inorganic (e.g.Ta2O5) or an organic (polymer) material and may preferably have a thickness
between 0.01 Pm and 100 Pm, for example 0.2 Pm. The second conductive layer may for example be a metal layer
such as e.g. Al or Cu, or a conductive polymer and may preferably have a thickness between 0.01 Pm and 10 Pm, for
example 0.1 Pm. The floating electrode 14 will later on be formed from this second conductive layer. As a substrate 25,
for example an AF45 glass substrate may be used. Other suitable substrates may for example be, but are not limited
to, glass, high resistive silicon or any low loss (or high resistive), not conductive material.
[0055] A first mask is used to etch both the second conductive layer and the dielectric layer 12 to define where the
first conductive layer has to be protected. A second mask is required to define the plate of the floating electrode 14. The
25/100/25Pm CPW ground lines 24 are defined using a third mask.
[0056] Next, a sacrificial layer, which may for example be a polymer such as e.g. PCB, polyimide or other suitable
polymers used as photoresists in standard photolithography and which may preferably have a thickness between 0.8
Pm and 10 Pm, for example 3 Pm, is spincoated and patterned to define the bridge anchors 26.
[0057] Furthermore, a third conductive layer, which may for example be a metal layer, such as e.g. Al or Cu, a
semiconductor material, such as e.g. Ge or Si, or a conductive polymer, may for example be sputtered or spincoated
onto the device 10 and may be etched defining the armature 13 which in this preferred embodiment may have the shape
of a bridge 27. The third conductive layer may have a thickness of for example 1 Pm. The bridge 27 may then be released
in a final sacrificial layer plasma etch.
[0058] In this preferred embodiment, actuation electrodes 17 may be formed of the same conductive material as the
bottom electrode 11. Furthermore, the dielectric material 18 on top of the actuation electrodes 17 may be the same as
the dielectric material 18 covering the bottom electrode 11.
[0059] The concept of using the floating electrode 14 is to ensure that an optimal down capacitance may be achieved
without having to resort to very smooth surfaces. A few ohmic contact points between the bridge 27 and the floating
electrode 14 suffice to attain the optimal down capacitance given by (eq. 2). The use of a floating electrode 14 furthermore
allows the use of a thick highly conductive, and thus low-loss first conductive layer. The only requirement is that the
contact impedance between the bridge 27 and the floating electrode 14 (combination of contact resistance and capac-
itance due to a native oxide layer) is sufficiently low, e.g. lower than 10 mΩ, preferably lower than 1 mΩ, so as not to
limit the best attainable isolation. By choosing a bridge 27 which is more narrow than the floating electrode 14, and
hence reducing the overlap between the bridge 27 and the floating electrode 14, the up capacitance may be lowered
without affecting the down capacitance. The overlap between the bridge 27 and the floating electrode 14 may be made
as small as possible, e.g. smaller than for example 5 Pm. This allows to further optimise the capacitance ratio.
[0060] The introduction of the floating electrode 14 requires a revision of the actuation scheme of the standard switch
of prior art Fig. 1. Just covering the dielectric layer 12 with a floating electrode would result in an unstable device 10
because if, in this case, a bias is applied, the bridge 27 pulls in but releases as soon as it touches the floating electrode
14. Upon contact, the floating electrode 14 and the bridge 27 have the same potential. In other words, the electrostatic
attractive force vanishes. The same happens in the prior art device of Fig. 2 where a metal cap is positioned onto the
dielectric layer 2 in order to make contact with the bridge 3. When the bridge 3 touches the metal cap, the forces exercised
on the bridge 3 will be reduced because of charging of the metai cap.
[0061] Therefore, the structure shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 provides actuation. This may be done in different ways
which will be illustrated in the hereinafter described embodiments. In one embodiment the areas adjacent to the floating
electrode 14, part of the switch capacitance and indicated as a first actuation area 28, are used. In another embodiment
actuation is achieved by separate actuation electrodes 17 located in a second actuation area 29 adjacent to the signal
line 30. In using the first actuation area 28 a capacitive switch may result with the exception that a floating electrode 14
is used. Using the second actuation area 29, the capacitive contact may be replaced by an ohmic contact.
[0062] Different embodiments of the present invention are represented schematically in Fig. 15 to Fig. 21, Fig 23 and
Fig. 24. In all embodiments the production process of the different parts or layers may be performed as described before.
[0063] An embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 15. The architecture of the device is similar to that
of Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, but the actuation electrodes 17 may be made of a different conductive material than the bottom
electrode 11. Furthermore, the dielectric material 18 on top of the actuation electrodes 17 may be different from the
dielectric layer 12 that is covering the bottom electrode 11. Also the thickness of the different layers and stacks of layers
may be different.
[0064] In Fig. 16 another embodiment of the present invention is depicted. The device 10 comprises an armature
which has the shape of a bridge 27. Down state actuation is performed by the areas adjacent to the floating electrode
14, part of the switch capacitance. There are no actuation electrodes 17 present. Hence, only the first actuation area
28 is present with respect to the previous embodiments. An advantage of this embodiment with respect to the prior art













is that because of the presence of the first actuation area 28, the bridge 27 will stay down after it has touched the floating
electrode 14. In the prior art, the first actuation area 28 is not present and hence the bridge 27 will turn back to the up
state position as soon as it has touched the floating electrode 14. This may be explained with respect to Fig. 17. The
bridge 27 needs charge to stay in the down state position. As in WO 02/01584, no first actuation area 28 is present,
charging of the metal cap will reduce the force exercised on the bridge 27. Hence, the bridge 27 bounces back to the
up state position. In this embodiment of the present invention, the charging of the floating electrode 14 will also reduce
the force on the deformed bridge 31, but in the first actuation area 28 this force, which is indicated by the arrows, remains
and hence the bridge 27 stays in the down state position.
[0065] Yet another embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 18. The device is similar to that of Fig. 16,
but the bridge 27 may have a less complex shape (top drawing of Fig. 18). Again, no actuation electrodes 17 and hence
only the first actuation area 28 is present in the device 10 of this embodiment. This embodiment illustrates how the
overlap between the bridge 27 and the floating electrode 14 may be made as small as possible, e.g. smaller than for
example 5 Pm, in order to reduce the up state capacitance (e.g. < 10cF) and hence to increase the capacitance ratio
from (eq. 5).
[0066] Still another embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 19. The device may have a bridge 27
architecture and down state actuation may be performed by the first actuation areas 28, which are adjacent to the floating
electrode 14, part of the switch capacitance. There are no actuation electrodes 17, and hence no second actuation area
29. In this embodiment the floating electrode 14 may consist of two parts C and C’. Between the two parts C and C’ the
dielectric layer 12 may be interrupted. An advantage of the dielectric layer 12 being interrupted is the floating electrode
14 may be used as a mask to etch the dielectric layer 14, hereby reducing the number of masking steps necessary
during the processing of the device 10 of the present invention. Furthermore, if no floating electrode 14 is present above
the dielectric layer 12, the dielectric layer 12 may be charged due to the actuation voltage. Therefore, the dielectric layer
12 may be interrupted at the place where no floating electrode 14 is present. Hence, the dielectric material then present
is vacuum, which does not charge very easily. The bridge 27 in this embodiment may have the same shape as in the
previous embodiment (Fig. 18), hence the overlap between the bridge 27 and the floating electrode 14 is small and thus
the up state capacitance is small too, preferably smaller than 10 cF. Reference number 31 in Fig. 19 represents the
bridge in deformed state.
[0067] A further embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 20. This embodiment is similar to the previous
embodiment (Fig. 19). The device may have a bridge 27 architecture and down state actuation may be performed by
the first actuation area 28, adjacent to the floating electrode 14, part of the switch capacitance. There are no actuation
electrodes 17 and hence no second actuation area 29. Again, the floating electrode 14 may consist of two parts C and
C’ and the bridge 27 may have the same shape as in the two previous embodiments. Hence, the up state capacitance
is small (preferably < 10 cF), and the down/up capacitance ratio is increased. The difference between this embodiment
and the previous one is that between the two parts C and C’ the dielectric layer 12 now may be present. The force
exercised on the bridge 27 is decreased in the areas 31 b due to charging of the floating electrode 14. Between C and
C’, in the area 31 a the force remains and hence the bridge 27 will stay in the down state position. Important in this
embodiment is to use a dielectric layer 12 which does not charge easily. Otherwise, if the dielectric layer 12 is charged
due to the actuation voltage, the force exercised on the bridge 27 will be reduced and the bridge 27 may bounce back
to the up state positon.
[0068] In the above embodiments, up till now, the device 10 of the present invention comprises an armature which
has the shape of a bridge 27. Hence, the above described devices 10 are shunt switches. In the hereinafter described
embodiments, the armature may have the shape of a cantilever 32 and thus in the following embodiments, series switches
are discussed.
[0069] An embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 21. The armature may have the shape of a cantilever
32. Down state actuation may be performed by the first actuation area 28 adjacent to the floating electrode 14 and/or
by one actuation electrode 17, and thus the second actuation area 29. Both actuation electrode 17 and floating electrode
14 may be situated under the cantilever 32. Reference number 33 represents the cantilever 32 in the deformed state.
[0070] In a further example, not belonging to the present invention, which is depicted in Fig. 22, the overlap between
the floating electrode 14 and the cantilever 32 may be made as small as possible (e.g. < 5 Pm) in order to decrease
Cup (e.g. < 10 cF) and only the actuation electrode 17 may be situated under the cantilever 32. Down state actuation
may be performed by one actuation electrode 17. Only the second actuation area 29 is present. This is different from
the previous embodiment, where actuation may be performed by both the first 28 and the second 29 actuation area.
[0071] Another embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 23. The device may have a cantilever 32
architecture and down state actuation may be performed by the first actuation area 28 adjacent to the floating electrode
14, situated under the cantilever 32. The overlap between the floating electrode 14 and the cantilever 32 may be made
as small as possible, preferably smaller than 5 Pm, again to make the upstate capacitance as close to zero as possible
(preferably < 10 cF). No actuation electrode 17 is present. The first actuation area 28 may much larger with respect to
the previous embodiments. In this embodiment, the down state position of the cantilever 32 may be very stable for













reasons already explained with respect to Fig. 17.
[0072] Still another embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 24. The device is similar to the device of
Fig.23, but additionally a superincumbent island 34 of a conductive material may be deposited onto a part of the dielectric
layer 12 which is not covered with the floating electrode 14, in order to reduce or avoid stiction. The superincumbent
island 34 may be made of for example a metal such as Cu, Al, Au or may be any other suitable conductive material.
[0073] A further embodiment of the present invention is depicted in Fig. 25. The device is similar to Fig. 24, but now
more then one superincumbent island 34 of conductive material such as for example Cu, Al, Au, or any other suitable
conductive material, may be present. The different superincumbent islands 34 may be of different shapes and formed
out of different materials.
[0074] In another embodiment (not shown in the figures) the down surface of the cantilever 32 may comprise at least
one elevated island in order to reduce stiction between the cantilever 32 and the floating electrode.
[0075] In still another embodiment of the present invention, which is not illustrated in the figures, the floating electrode
14 may be embedded or encapsulated within the dielectric layer 12.
[0076] The description of preferred embodiments should not be deemed to limit the scope of the appended claims.
Claims
1. A micro electromechanical switchable capacitor, comprising :
- a substrate;
- a bottom electrode (11);
- a dielectric layer (12) deposited on at least part of said bottom electrode (11);
- a conductive floating electrode (14) deposited on at least part of said dielectric layer (12);
- an armature (13) positioned proximate to said floating electrode (14); so as to form an overlap with said floating
electrode (14), said overlap being defined as the projection of the armature (13) onto the floating electrode (14)
along a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11) characterised by
- a first actuation area (28), said first actuation area (28) being defined by a part of an overlap between said
armature (13) and said bottom electrode (11) which is not covered by said floating electrode (14), said overlap
being defined by projection of said armature (13) onto said bottom electrode (11) along a direction substantially
perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11).
2. A capacitor according to claim 1, furthermore comprising at least one actuation electrode (17) and a second actuation
area (29), wherein said second actuation area (29) is defined by an overlap between said armature (13) and said
at least one actuation electrode (17), said overlap being defined by projection of said armature (13) onto said bottom
electrode (11) in a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11).
3. A capacitor according to claim 1 or 2, wherein an overlap between said floating electrode (14) and said armature
(13), said overlap being defined by projection of the armature (13) onto the floating electrode (14) in a direction
substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11), is smaller than 5 Pm.
4. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein said armature (13) comprises a first and a second side opposite
to each other in a plane substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11), said armature (13)
being located such that a first part of the floating electrode (14) is positioned at the first side of the armature (13)
and a second part of the floating electrode (14) is positioned at the second side of the armature (13).
5. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein said armature (13) is a bridge (27) or a cantilever.
6. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 5, having an up state actuation area and a down state actuation area.
7. A capacitor according to claim 2 and claim 6, wherein said up state actuation area is defined by the overlap between
said armature (13) and said bottom electrode (14) or is defined by the second actuation area (29).
8. A capacitor according to claim 2 and claims 6 or 7, wherein said down state actuation area is defined by the first
actuation area (28) or is defined by the second actuation area (29).
9. A capacitor according to any of the claims 1 to 8, having an up state capacitance, said up state capacitance being
a function of the overlap between said armature (13) and said bottom electrode (11).













10. A capacitor according to claim 9, wherein said up state capacitance is proportional to the overlap between said
armature (13) and said bottom electrode (11).
11. A capacitor according to any of the claims 1 to 10, wherein said up state capacitance is made smaller than 10
centifarad by reducing the overlap between the armature (13) and the bottom electrode (11).
12. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 11, having a down state capacitance, said down state capacitance being
a function of an overlap between said floating electrode (14) and said bottom electrode (11), said overlap being
defined by projection of the floating electrode (14) onto the bottom electrode (11) in a direction substantially per-
pendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11).
13. A capacitor according to claim 12, wherein said down state capacitance is proportional to the overlap between said
floating electrode (14) and said bottom electrode (11).
14. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 13, wherein said floating electrode (14) comprises unconnected regions.
15. A capacitor according to claim 14, wherein each said unconnected region has an overlap with said armature (13),
said overlap being defined by projection of the armature (13) onto the unconnected region along a direction sub-
stantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom electrode (11).
16. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 15, wherein at least one superincumbent island (34) of conductive material
is deposited on said dielectric layer (12) and wherein said at least one superincumbent island (34) functions as a
contactor between said armature (13) and said dielectric layer (12).
17. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 16, wherein the armature (13) comprises an up and a down surface
positioned opposite to each other in a plane substantially parallel to the plane of the bottom electrode (11), said
down surface of said armature (13) comprising at least one elevated island of conductive material, and wherein said
elevated island functions as a contactor between said armature (13) and dielectric layer (12).
18. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 17, wherein said floating electrode (14) is embedded or encapsulated
in said dielectric layer (12).
19. A capacitor according to any of claims 1 to 18, wherein said dielectric layer (12) and/or said floating gate (14) and/or
said armature (13) comprises holes.
20. A method for processing a micro electromechanical switchable capacitor according to claim 1, the method
comprising :
- depositing of a stack comprising a first conductive layer, a second conductive layer and a first dielectric layer
(12) in between said first and said second conductive layer,
- etching said second conductive layer and said first dielectric layer (12) using a first mask, so as to define a
region of the first conductive layer that is protected by the first mask,
- etching said second conductive layer using a second mask, so as to form a floating electrode (14) and a first
actuation area (28),
- etching said first conductive layer using a third mask, so as to form a bottom electrode (11) and ground lines
(24), and
- depositing and etching a third conductive layer so as to form an armature (13).
Patentansprüche
1. Elektromechanischer schaltbarer Mikrokondensator, umfassend:
- ein Substrat;
- eine Bodenelektrode (11);
- eine dielektrische Schicht (12), die auf mindestens einem Teil der Bodenelektrode (11) abgeschieden ist;
- eine leitende potenzialfreie Elektrode (Floating-Elektrode) (14), die auf mindestens einem Teil der dielektri-
schen Schicht (12) abgeschieden ist;













- einen Anker (13), der nahe der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) positioniert ist; so dass eine Überlappung mit
der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) gebildet wird, wobei die Überlappung als der Vorsprung des Ankers (13) auf
die potenzialfreie Elektrode (14) entlang einer Richtung im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der Bodenelek-
trode (11) definiert ist, gekennzeichnet durch
- eine erste Betätigungsfläche (28), wobei die erste Betätigungsfläche (28) durch einen Teil einer Überlappung
zwischen dem Anker (13) und der Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist, der nicht von der potenzialfreien Elektrode
(14) bedeckt ist, wobei die Überlappung durch einen Vorsprung des Ankers (13) auf die potenzialfreie Elektrode
(14) entlang einer Richtung im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist.
2. Kondensator nach Anspruch 1, des weiteren umfassend mindestens eine Betätigungselektrode (17) und eine zweite
Betätigungsfläche (29), wobei die zweite Betätigungsfläche (29) durch eine Überlappung zwischen dem Anker (13)
und der mindestens einen Betätigungselektrode (17) definiert ist, wobei die Überlappung durch einen Vorsprung
des Ankers (13) auf die potenzialfreie Elektrode (14) in eine Richtung im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der
Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist.
3. Kondensator nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei eine Überlappung zwischen der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) und
dem Anker (13) kleiner als 5 Pm ist, wobei die Überlappung durch einen Vorsprung des Ankers (13) auf die poten-
zialfreie Elektrode (14) in eine Richtung im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist.
4. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei der Anker (13) eine erste und zweite Seite umfasst, die
einander in einer Ebene gegenüberliegen, die im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der Bodenelektrode (11) ist,
wobei der Anker (13) derart ungeordnet ist, dass ein erster Teil der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) an der ersten
Seite des Ankers (13) positioniert ist und ein zweiter Teil der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) an der zweiten Seite
des Ankers (13) positioniert ist.
5. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei der Anker (13) eine Brücke (27) oder ein Ausleger ist.
6. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, mit einer Up-State-Betätigungsfläche und einer Down-State-Be-
tätigungsfläche.
7. Kondensator nach Anspruch 2 und Anspruch 6, wobei die Up-State-Betätigungsfläche durch die Überlappung zwi-
schen dem Anker (13) und der Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist oder durch die zweite Betätigungsfläche (29) definiert
ist.
8. Kondensator nach Anspruch 2 und Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei die Down-State-Betätigungsfläche durch die erste
Betätigungsfläche (28) definiert ist oder durch die zweite Betätigungsfläche (29) definiert ist.
9. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, mit einer Up-State-Kapazität, wobei die Up-State-Kapazität eine
Funktion der Überlappung zwischen dem Anker (13) und der Bodenelektrode (11) ist.
10. Kondensator nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Up-State-Kapazität proportional zu der Überlappung zwischen dem Anker
(13) und der Bodenelektrode (11) ist.
11. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, wobei die Üp-State-Kapazität durch Verringerung der Überlappung
zwischen dem Anker (13) und der Bodenelektrode (11) auf kleiner als 10 Centifarad verringert wird.
12. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11 mit einer Down-State-Kapazität, wobei die Down-State-Kapazität
eine Funktion der Überlappung zwischen der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) und der Bodenelektrode (11) ist, wobei
die Überlappung durch einen Vorsprung der potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) auf die Bodenelektrode (11) in eine
Richtung im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist.
13. Kondensator nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Down-State-Kapazität proportional zu der Überlappung zwischen der
potenzialfreien Elektrode (14) und der Bodenelektrode (11) ist.
14. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 13, wobei die potenzialfreie Elektrode (13) nicht angeschlossene
Regionen umfasst.
15. Kondensator nach Anspruch 14, wobei jede nicht angeschlossene Region eine Überlappung mit dem Anker (13)













hat, wobei die Überlappung als der Vorsprung des Ankers (13) auf die nicht angeschlossene Region entlang einer
Richtung im Wesentlichen senkrecht zur Ebene der Bodenelektrode (11) definiert ist.
16. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 15, wobei mindestens eine darüber liegende Insel (34) aus leitendem
Material auf der dielektrischen Schicht (12) abgeschieden ist und wobei die mindestens eine darüber liegende Insel
(34) als Schaltschütze zwischen dem Anker (13) und der dielektrischen Schicht (12) dient.
17. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 16, wobei der Anker (13) eine obere und eine untere Oberfläche
umfasst, die einander gegenüber liegend in einer Ebene im Wesentlichen parallel zur Ebene der Bodenelektrode
(11) angeordnet sind, wobei die untere Oberfläche des Ankers (13) mindestens eine erhöhte Insel aus leitendem
Material umfasst und wobei die erhöhte Insel als Schaltschütze zwischen dem Anker (13) und der dielektrischen
Schicht (12) dient.
18. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 17, wobei die potenzialfreie Elektrode (14) in der dielektrischen
Schicht (12) eingebettet oder eingekapselt ist.
19. Kondensator nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 18, wobei die dielektrische Schicht (12) und/oder das potenzialfreie
Gate (14) und/oder der Anker (13) Löcher umfassen.
20. Verfahren zum Bearbeiten eines elektromechanischen, schaltbaren Mikrokondensators nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:
- Abscheiden eines Stapels, umfassend eine erste leitende Schicht, eine zweite leitende Schicht und eine erste
dielektrische Schicht (12) zwischen der ersten und der zweiten leitenden Schicht,
- Ätzen der zweiten leitenden Schicht und der ersten dielektrischen Schicht (12) unter Verwendung einer ersten
Maske, so dass eine Region der ersten leitenden Schicht definiert wird, die durch die erste Maske geschützt ist,
- Ätzen der zweiten leitenden Schicht unter Verwendung einer zweiten Maske, so dass eine potenzialfreie
Elektrode (14) und eine erste Betätigungsfläche (28) gebildet werden,
- Ätzen der ersten leitenden Schicht unter Verwendung einer dritten Maske, so dass eine Betätigungselektrode
(11) und Erdleiter (24) gebildet werden, und
- Abscheiden und Ätzen einer dritten leitenden Schicht, so dass ein Anker (13) gebildet wird.
Revendications
1. Microcondensateur électromécanique pouvant être commuté, comprenant :
- un substrat ;
- une électrode de fond (11) ;
- une couche diélectrique (12) déposée sur au moins une partie de ladite électrode de fond (11) ;
- une électrode flottante conductrice (14) déposée sur au moins une partie de ladite couche diélectrique (12) ;
- une armature (13) positionnée à proximité de ladite électrode flottante (14) ; de façon à former un chevauche-
ment avec ladite électrode flottante (14), ledit chevauchement étant défini en tant que projection de l’armature
(13) sur l’électrode flottante (14) le long d’une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode de
fond (11) caractérisée par
- une première zone de mise en action (28), ladite première zone de mise en action (28) étant définie par une
partie d’un chevauchement entre ladite armature (13) et ladite électrode de fond (11) qui n’est pas recouverte
par ladite électrode flottante (14), ledit chevauchement étant défini par projection de ladite armature (13) sur
ladite électrode de fond (11) le long d’une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode de fond
(11).
2. Condensateur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre au moins une électrode de mise en action (17) et une
seconde zone de mise en action (29), dans lequel ladite seconde zone de mise en action (29) est définie par un
chevauchement entre ladite armature (13) et ladite au moins une électrode de mise en action (17), ledit chevau-
chement étant défini par projection de ladite armature (13) sur ladite électrode de fond (11) dans une direction
sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode de fond (11).
3. Condensateur selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel un chevauchement entre ladite électrode flottante (14) et













ladite armature (13), ledit chevauchement étant défini par projection de l’armature (13) sur l’électrode flottante (14)
dans une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode de fond (11), est plus petit que 5 Pm.
4. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ladite armature (13) comprend un
premier et un second côté opposés l’un à l’autre dans un plan sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode
de fond (11), ladite armature (13) étant située de sorte qu’une première partie de l’électrode flottante (14) est
positionnée au niveau du premier côté de l’armature (13) et qu’une seconde partie de l’électrode flottante (14) est
positionnée au niveau du second côté de l’armature (13).
5. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel ladite armature (13) est un pont (27)
cu un cantilever.
6. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, ayant une zone de mise en action à l’état haut et
une zone de mise en action à l’état bas.
7. Condensateur selon la revendication 2 et la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite zone de mise en action à l’état haut
est définie par le chevauchement entre ladite armature (13) et ladite électrode de fond (14) ou est définie par la
seconde zone de mise en action (29).
8. Condensateur selon la revendication 2 et les revendications 6 ou 7, dans lequel ladite zone de mise en action à
l’état bas est définie par la première zone de mise en action (28) ou est définie par la seconde zone de mise en
action (29).
9. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, ayant une capacité à l’état haut, ladite capacité à
l’état haut étant une fonction du chevauchement entre ladite armature (13) et ladite électrode de fond (11).
10. Condensateur selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite capacité à l’état haut est proportionnelle au chevauchement
entre ladite armature (13) et ladite électrode de fond (11).
11. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel ladite capacité à l’état haut est rendue
plus petite que 10 centifarads en réduisant le chevauchement entre l’armature (13) et l’électrode de fond (11).
12. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, ayant une capacité à l’état bas, ladite capacité à
l’état bas étant une fonction d’un chevauchement entre ladite électrode flottante (14) et ladite électrode de fond
(11), ledit chevauchement étant défini par projection de l’électrode flottante (14) sur l’électrode de fond (11) dans
une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode de fond (11).
13. Condensateur selon la revendication 12, dans lequel ladite capacité à l’état bas est proportionnelle au chevauche-
ment entre ladite électrode flottante (14) et ladite électrode de fond (11).
14. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 13, dans lequel ladite électrode flottante (14) comprend
des régions non reliées.
15. Condensateur selon la revendication 14, dans lequel chaque dite région non reliée a un chevauchement avec ladite
armature (13), ledit chevauchement étant défini par projection de l’armature (13) sur la région non reliée le long
d’une direction sensiblement perpendiculaire au plan de l’électrode de fond (11).
16. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 15, dans lequel au moins un îlot surjacent (34) de
matière conductrice est déposé sur ladite couche diélectrique (12) et dans lequel ledit au moins un îlot surjacent
(34) fonctionne comme un contacteur entre ladite armature (13) et ladite couche diélectrique (12).
17. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 16, dans lequel l’armature (13) comprend une surface
supérieure et une inférieure positionnées opposées l’une à l’autre dans un plan sensiblement parallèle au plan de
l’électrode de fond (11), ladite surface inférieure de ladite armature (13) comprenant au moins un îlot surélevé de
matière conductrice, et dans lequel ledit îlot surélevé fonctionne comme un contacteur entre lesdites armature (13)
et couche diélectrique (12).
18. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 17, dans lequel ladite électrode flottante (14) est













incorporée ou encapsulée dans ladite couche diélectrique (12).
19. Condensateur selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 18, dans lequel ladite couche diélectrique (12) et/ou
ladite grille flottante (14) et/ou ladite armature (13) comprennent des trous.
20. Procédé pour traiter un microcondensateur électromécanique pouvant être commuté selon la revendication 1, le
procédé comprenant :
- le dépôt d’un empilement comprenant une première couche conductrice, une deuxième couche conductrice
et une première couche diélectrique (12) entre ladite première et ladite deuxième couche conductrice,
- la gravure de ladite deuxième couche conductrice et de ladite première couche diélectrique (12) en utilisant
un premier masque, de façon à définir une région de la première couche conductrice qui est protégée par le
premier masque,
- la gravure de ladite deuxième couche conductrice en utilisant un deuxième masque, de façon à former une
électrode flottante (14) et une première zone de mise en action (28),
- la gravure de ladite première couche conductrice en utilisant un troisième masque, de façon à former une
électrode de fond (11) et des lignes de masse (24), et
- le dépôt et la gravure d’une troisième couche conductrice de façon à former une armature (13).
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